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Messy Little Raindrops is the second studio album by British recording artist Cheryl
Cole, released on 29 October 2010 by Fascination Records The project is the ...
Cheryl Cole new music, concerts, photos, and official news updates directly from
Cheryl Cole's Twitter and Facebook.
"Promise This" is track #1 on the album Messy Little Raindrops. It was written by
Wilkins, Wayne / Jackson, Christopher / Renea, Priscilla.
View Cheryl Cole song lyrics by popularity along with songs featured in, albums, videos
and song meanings. We have 3 albums and 58 song lyrics in our database.
About: Cheryl Cole is one of the members of popular girl group Girls Aloud. She was
interested in dancing from an early age, joining the Royal Ballet's summer school ...
Cheryl Cole is an English singer, songwriter, dancer, and model. Rising to fame in late
2002, Cole was selected to become a member of girl group Girls Aloud on ITV ...
1 Biografia. 1.1 Gli esordi: Girls Aloud; 1.2 2009: 3 Words, il debutto come solista; 1.3
2010: Promise This e Messy Little Raindrops; 1.4 2012: Call My Name e A ...
Cheryl Ann Cole (born June 30, 1983), also known professionally as Cheryl, is an
English pop and R&B recording artist, songwriter, dancer and model.
Cheryl Ann Fernandez-Versini (n. Tweedy y ex Cole) (Newcastle upon Tyne , Inglaterra
, 30 de junio de 1983) mejor conocida como Cheryl o Cheryl Cole , es una cantante ...
Cheryl Cole (merg. pav. angl. Cheryl Tweedy ; g. 1983 m. birželio 30 d. Niukaslas prie
Taino , Šiaurės Rytų Anglija) – britų pop atlikėja, modelis, TV laidų ...
Cheryl Cole, debuted in 2009 with her no.1 hit single 'Fight For This Love', following her
split from Girls Aloud. The debut album '3 Words' was released in October ...
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